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How to be more proactive 

using Slack and Teams

Leveraging ChatBots to track 

real-time KPI’s

The importance of sharing 

CS data across the 
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The ChurnZero Ripple Effect



POLL

How Proactive is your CS team?

Somewhat 
Proactive

Very 
Proactive

Very 
Reactive

We Don’t 
Miss 

Much



The #1 reason companies invest 

in customer success technology

Support = Reactive

Customer Success = Proactive

How To Be More 
Proactive



How To Be More Proactive
What are all the reasons you would 

want to speak to a customer, outside 

of a QBR or renewal conversation?

Do you have a segment or tier of 

customers that are not managed by 

anyone?

Are you missing out on 

opportunities to expand accounts?



ChurnZero 
Alerts for 

Slack & 
Teams



POLL

Where does everyone go for customer data?

Speadsheets BI ToolSalesforce
/CRM

Asana/
Monday/

etc.



ChurnZero ChatBot

• Allows teams throughout your 

organization to quickly look 

up customer information & 

insights through Slack or 

Microsoft Teams

• In-office or on-the-go

• Enter a variety of commands 

directly in Slack or Microsoft 

Teams

• Bot will immediately return 

the best results based on your 

entry 



Who else interacts with customers? 

The Importance 
of Sharing CS Data 

Does Sales help with renewals? 

How does Support prioritize tickets?

Where does Marketing go to find 

advocates? 

If a customer misses a payment where 

can Finance figure out what’s going on? 

How does Product know if customers 

are happy with new features? 



Leveraging Insights in SFDC & Zendesk

Salesforce & Zendesk dashboards allow anyone with access to your CRM or ticketing system to view 

ChurnZero data without a user license



The ChurnZero Ripple Effect

Implementing a customer success tool has a profound 

impact on the entire organization 

Sales

More upsells and 

better forecasted 

renewals

Support

Gets a full 360 view 

when responding to 

tickets

Marketing

Access to the right 

advocates at the right 

time

Product

Receive direct, real-

time feedback loop



Takeaways

Slack and Teams can help your 

team be more proactive with 

customers, without sophisticated 

Playbooks.

ChatBots are a great way to 

ensure every employee has a 

pulse on their customers, even on 

the go.

Sharing CS data across your 

organization can level up every 

other department.
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